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Background
On Thursday 25th February, as part of the annual Active Sussex Network event the ‘TGC Sussex Network: Pioneering Movement Ready for Take-Off’
session took place as a celebration of active women everywhere; who are doing their thing, no matter how they do it, how they look or even how
sweaty they get!

Having reflected on the gender gap that is still apparent in sport and physical activity and even more so in respect of the pandemic, we wanted to take
greater action and so using the national This Girl Can Campaign that we have supported since 2015, we wanted to really make a statement to
addressing this inequality and so decided to create our own This Girl Can Sussex Network, which we aim to use as a catalyst to inspire more women
and girls to move more in the county, and help break down the barriers that prevent so many from being physically active.

To understand the current landscape we wanted to explore some of the insight around women and girls participation and hear first hand from some
inspirational women, with different abilities, interests and personal incentives, as to why they exercise and how they fit it into their busy lives. We also
wanted to use the thoughts of our This Girl Can Sussex Ambassadors and enable facilitated discussions to explore how the new network can respond
to the needs of women and girls in Sussex, to support them on a journey to become more active.

Speakers included:

● Kate Dale - Strategic Lead, Campaigns, Sport England
● Liz Prinz - Insight Manager, Women in Sport
● Karen Nicholls, Maisie & Clio and Seemena Khan - This Girl Can Sussex Champions
● Tess Agnew and Zoe Ward - This Girl Can Sussex Ambassadors
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Purpose
To provide insight around engaging women and girls, hear real journeys and launch the TGC Sussex network. If you would like to listen to the
presentations throughout the session please visit our YouTube Channel.

This session provided an opportunity for stakeholders to reflect on the insight around engaging women and girls/and the effects of covid, take
onboard lived experiences and engagement tactics, and how this learning can be implemented locally supported by the newly formed TGC Sussex
Network.

Outcomes
1. Raised awareness of the TGC campaign and priorities based on insight
2. Partners consider the lived experiences of women and girls on their journey to become (more) physical activity and impact of Covid to help

shape localised approaches
3. Propose how the new This Girl Can Sussex Network can engage women as well as support partners to respond to needs and insight (for

example - sharing stories, utilisation of champions, training, themed learning events etc)

Through group discussions we wanted to gather the following:

1. General reflections on the insight, champion stories and Ambassador Q&A. This was also an opportunity for individuals attending the event to

share their Individual experiences - barriers & motivations, how covid has impacted womens engagement locally and any localised

approaches/examples that are positively engage and support women and girls on a journey to become (more) physical activity

2. How can the new This Girl Can Sussex Network support partners to respond to the needs of women and girls in Sussex.

We wanted these to be organic discussions and as is the nature of group discussions the stated questions weren’t necessarily answered with specific
detail across all groups in the same way, however all conversations provided fantastic insights and points to consider.

Below is a brief summary of some of the recurring points raised across the session and discussion groups, plus some next steps. More detailed
points gathered from the break out groups have been collated in Appendix 1.
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Summary of key points
From reviewing the general reflections, there were some common themes discussed across the groups, such as acknowledging a need to better
understand ‘individual’ motivations and barriers to women & girls participation. An acknowledgment that Covid has impacted participation for
everyone, but that there has been a notable decrease in women's participation levels as a result. Although this is a real concern, there have been
some positive outcomes and new opportunities to reflect on. It is clear that we need to draw on communities, advocates & allies to collectively help
tackle the gender gap. To do this effectively we need to look at educating and increasing the knowledge around women and girls, and especially that
of the sport and physical activity workforce. This will help to raise confidence and consider barriers posed by safety concerns. It is also prudent to be
mindful of capacity/resources as we return to activity post lockdown and how we can better work collaboratively in respect to really addressing
inequalities.

Understanding women & girls:

- Use the insight

- Listen to women and girls

Ensure a more diverse representation of women to help remove stereotypes:
- Review the diversity of Champions and use their voice
- Use of better imagery - showing real women getting active
- Support deliverers with marketing, language use, etc.

Specific themes/key challenges or life changes that may stop women and/or girls from participating or could be an opportunity to re-engage in
activity (to consider for future forums):

- Menopause and menstrual cycles
- Mental health, Long-term health conditions, living with a disability
- Covid after effects
- Life transitions - i.e. School (specifically primary to secondary), becoming a mum (considering Pre/post natal anxiety, etc)
- Living well in later life - isolation
- Confidence and safety
- The right workforce, the right environment!
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Specific learning/training/support that can help women and girls become active (clubs, coaches, instructors, health professionals, volunteers,
friends/family):

- Understanding the barriers to getting active and individual motivations to becoming active or re-engaging with activity - i.e. health benefits,
socialising, becoming a parent/grandparent

- Building confidence in women and girls
- Specific training in life changes and the emotional and physical barriers that can arise: menstruation, post natal, menopause, later life
- Marketing and communication - reaching specific female audiences, how to relate to women and girls with imagery and messaging

Next steps

● Continue to promote the This Girl Can campaign messages across Sussex.
● Deliver TGC Sussex Network themed forum events, on important topics raised by network members and wider partners.
● Share insight, resources and information regarding physical activity in women and girls - including practical ideas around engagement
● Provide a platform to share lived experiences and stories of the This Girl Can Sussex Ambassadors and Champions to bring the local and

national insight to life.
● Continue to recruit a diverse range of ‘Champions’ from across the county.
● Advocate for a collective voice to break down stereotypes around women and girls participation in sport and physical activity
● Work collectively and collaboratively to address the gender gap in physical activity and sport in Sussex!
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Appendix 1: Collated notes from the small group discussions
Please note the following points are general thoughts and reflections from the small groups discussions, and although many of these points have been
put forward by women; based on real life experiences, we appreciate that everyone is an individual and so it may not represent the feelings and
actions of all women (or men!).

We do however feel it gives a good indication of some of the key areas to focus on and consider as a network to help address the gender gap and
increase participation of women and girls in Sussex.

Question 1 - General Reflections

Overall the main feeling from the group was positive around the network and the breakout session highlighted a number of key issues from the

presentations/discussions.

Understanding women & girls

● Identified in supporting women during menopause and this is an area that needs to be looked into further in terms of breaking down

barriers, opening up the discussion and how physical activity can help with a woman's wellbeing during this time.

● Women tend to engage more than men in wellness campaigns such as smoking cessation, alcohol reduction, weight loss clubs - but this

doesn't translate as much into regular physical activity commitments as their family responsibilities take priority - ie childcare and 'home

management' - so there is a high drop-out/no-show rate

● Considerable thought needs to be given to the mental health and wellbeing of women at this time given some of the challenges that have
been worsened around parenting through lockdown, home-schooling, and working. Women have also found it harder to engage with
physical activity at this time as it hasn’t been a high priority.

● Guilt barrier for women – no time left for busy working Mums to exercise. Always feel that there is something else to do or others need us.

● In the female South Asian community, participants came out for the group sessions but then didn't necessarily participate on their own

after they "graduated" or outside the group sessions.

● A need to listen to young people to support teenage dropout in sport and physical activity. Providing an opportunity for a range of different

activities was seen as key to this. There has been some success with engaging girls in senior schools by trying different fun initiatives - such as

yoga and Zumba.

● Children's sport is run by adults but what committees have got young people on them to represent what they ACTUALLY want?
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● Similar barriers exist for older women to those highlighted by teenage girls. Barriers don’t necessarily decrease with age!

● There needs to be more encouragement for activities that get different generations of women together, and more family involvement in

physical activity.

● Tennis see’s the uptake of women increase in their late 20's where they join the club/arrange 1-2-1 coaching - the "gap" is in 14-late 20's.

Covid (challenges and positives)

● Pressures of Covid -19 pandemic. Home schooling children, looking after children’s physical and mental health has come first. Covid has
affected women’s confidence. We joke about putting on weight during Covid due to staying at home but this a front – women are genuinely
worried about getting back out there, showing bodies etc. It’s a real barrier to accessing clubs etc. Also the affect Covid has had on women’s
mental health would also have had an impact on confidence and therefore physical activity.

● Bite sized chunks that fit in with unbalanced work -life dynamics are crucial. A ‘Foggy Head scenario’ has developed where people struggle
to find boundaries between work and personal time.

● Musculoskeletal issues are becoming more prevalent from unsuitable working conditions.
● Online activities have opened up new opportunities – can do exercise at home, more flexibility with time making activity more achievable.

Some people have adapted well to online activities – teenage girls especially have more confidence exercising this way if they have body
confidence issues.

● Zoom sessions of 30 minutes are much more popular than anything longer for 30+ year olds in order to fit into their day
● The challenges of not being able to use changing rooms in Covid - challenges for personal hygiene, adjusting personal appearance.
● REBOOT project  - fab project but tough getting young girls to engage

Communities, advocates & allies
● Creating a regular community - in a safe space (eg women only) was really key for women to keep attending activity sessions regularly.

● It is about applying that ‘what is outside my window’ concept. What are women seeing when they look out their windows? Seeing what
others are doing and what is possible at a local level is so important. Being able to see it with your own eyes in your own location is so much
more powerful than being told about something happening.

● It would be great to get even more Champions and Ambassadors from across Sussex and cover a wide range of ages, cultures, ethnicities
and abilities. This would be very inspiring.

● It’s about us engaging with our communities with ‘Supersonic’ creativity.
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● Is there opportunity to engage with the right "influencers" to promote enjoyment of physical activity - or particular specific trends such as
yoga, etc.

● The importance of having positive female role models for young girls  - eg This Girl Can and People Like Me as opposed to the negative
aspirations of trying to be like "Love Island" contestants (as mentioned by one of the school girls in the video in the Children & Young People
session earlier in the day).

● The challenges of promoting activity opportunities when marketing isn't your speciality - helpful to have support with comms.
● Men are part important to this movement too! They need to be allies in the drive to reduce gender inequality with sport and physical

activity, and feel confidence to speak up and challenge stereotypes and sexism.

Educating and knowledge

● Breaking the taboo about talking about women’s health which has links to physical activity participation- menstrual cycle, pelvic floor,

incontinence, etc

● Challenging mind-set – there are some established attitudes that need to be frequently addressed, for instance about ‘girls not being as

competitive as boys’ – no one feels confident in competing in something they are lacking experience in. Some sports such as football or

cricket have been attracting the whole family in audience for some time which can’t be said about other sports such as netball where there

are not enough parents present at matches.

● Work to be done to move past stereotypes in sport. Eg. certain genders playing certain sports, or certain age groups playing certain sports.

● The difference in mindset around women’s versus men’s sports, in particular football. Parents don’t hesitate to commit their boys to

Saturday practices and Sunday matches, and it’s easy to get family to attend matches, but for girls mothers are often hesitant to impede on

“family time” on both days of the weekend.

● From the insight and discussions in the day, it feels clear that we need more focus on the fun of physical activity, throughout all stages of life.

● The need to educate girls and boys from primary school age about stereotypes and the power of words. Need male and female champions.

○ Utilising teaching resources, such as: https://plprimarystars.com/resources/rainbow-laces (need to be a teacher to register and access

free resources); https://www.lettoysbetoys.org.uk/resources/resources-teachers/

○ Gender stereotypes and bodily changes are taught more widely to both boys and girls, so they all understand the changes their peers

are going through (normalising). These topics are more evident in new PSHE and science curriculums.

○ Need to be better at challenging comments and behaviours - potential training opportunity for teachers and coaches.
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● PE in primary schools is a fundamental part of core curriculum so an accepted part of daily activities; however, the

energy/enthusiasm/funding/options weren't matched at senior schools - seemed particularly prevalent in girls (reasons included activity

not being part of curriculum, facilities not being available, not enjoying competitive sport but not having the options to do alternative,

enjoyable physical activity, etc)

● Body image - education on supportive underwear

Confidence & Safety
● Exploring how to create a really inclusive space – which must feel safe and non-judgmental in order to encourage girls to sign up as many

girls don’t feel comfortable to sign up for classes unless ‘their friend does too’ or ‘someone from their school already attends’ the session.
○ Believe In You Teens - example of engaging teenage girls through mentoring support.

● Safe spaces for women and girls. This might mean women-only spaces in some cases. For girls, this often manifests in the desire to bring a
friend along to ensure they aren’t starting something new without knowing anyone.

● Safety in numbers - buddy system for girls to attend new activities. Need to promote the confidence to turn up.
● There was a comfort blanket in having a leader - and someone for participants to feel accountable to.
● Running different classes within PE (Powerhoop PE option for year 11) helps to build confidence to do something ‘different’ outside of the

school setting

Capacity/ Allocating resources

● Some clubs do not always have capacity for keeping teenage girls engaged, especially where numbers are low, and this may be exacerbated

even more in post-Covid recovery period.

● There is a gap in capacity, especially looking forward to the post-covid return when only 6 people will be able to return in a group and who

clubs/coaches can realistically engage with and get the most out of. Clubs are going to need help to support harder to engage groups (for

instance, teenagers).
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Question 2 - How can the new This Girl Can Sussex Network support partners to respond to the needs of women and girls in Sussex

Due to the positive reflections during question 1, time was limited around feeding back on this question. However the following points were raised:

Deliver topic relevant Network Forums

● Having something that brings together everyone in Sussex so we can learn would be great.
● Different themes (i.e menopause, teenage dropout etc). This would help influencers to talk eloquently about the subjects when delivering

sessions or mentoring.

● Bringing different sports or activities together to look at how they can address barriers to women and girls taking art of sport and physical
activity.

● Local learning - could there be place based forums where we can discuss ideas and share experiences of what is working well and/or what
the ongoing challenges are for engaging women in sport and physical activity in a really localised area/community.

Support the workforce
● Looking at training opportunities for instructors and coaches to better engage women and girls who have never engaged in activity. We

need to ensure we are investing enough time to do this if we really want to make a difference.
● Thinking more about how we can work with the workforce and voluntary sector to improve the confidence and motivation for women and

girls. While the knowledge on why physical activity seems to be improving the confidence and motivation hasn’t shifted as far.
● We need to look more at the content of coaching and looking at upskilling the workforce with training that is gender specific and even

within that gender specific training, courses that are culturally specific if we want to target women and girls from different communities and
ethnicities.

● Encourage deliverers to allow parents to join in with activities.

Gather and share more diverse insight and experiences
● More focus on older women (65+). Older women may not see themselves in a lot of the inspiring content and the This Girl Can campaign

content, but they too, need inspiration and support to be active.
● It would be great if the network could support us to understand what it is that helps women take the first step and what we need to do to

help them to do that. Is it finding them groups with like-minded individuals or perhaps buddying for the first few sessions?
● Help to understand how mums can be supported to stay or get active, and how to improve the mother and kids activity class offer across

the county especially in more rural areas. This will give the mums more confidence and break down a lot of the practical barriers that are in
place for so many women as they try to return to or start activity.
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Advocate the importance of excellent ‘Active Environments'
● Albion in the Community Kicks sessions have seen a rising imbalance between facilities that put parents off taking their children to. Simply

more and better facilities get more participants.
● Venues and space is key. As a region, our facilities are poor!

Supporting with communication and promotion

● It would be useful to have some local coverage to promote This Girl Can ambassadors to inspire people.

● There appears to be some difficulties in successfully promoting activities/clubs and reaching desired audiences. Potential for more training
here across the county?

● Support around using ‘Ideal’ communication avenues for different age groups – all social media (Facebook, Tik Tok, Snap Chat, Instagram,
Twitter, LinkedIn).

● Women’s EUROs are coming to Brighton next year - hopefully the Local Legacy Group will have challenging stereotypes on their agenda.
● This Girl Can Sussex Festival – to target girls and women and promote physical activity.
● An A to Z offering of what is out there for women and girls would make it easier when trying to support certain females into activity. Not just

a list of mainstream sports or fitness classes but a variety of activities to try with women that are perhaps not interested in your regular
sports activities.
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Appendix 2: List of Attendees

Attendees Attendees - Guest speakers, ambassadors, champions and facilitators
Adrian     Gaylon           Rother DC
Amy         Turner           Citizens advice bureau/the good health girls
Amy         Newton         MumStrongFitness
Andy        Wright           Active Sussex
Anita        Broad            Stoolball England
Anthony Statham         Active Sussex
Brett       Holt                 Sussex County Table Tennis Association
Carol       Sargent          YouNique Wellbeing Studios
Carol       Bates              Crawley Old Girls
Clare       Ryan                Active Sussex
Dani        Christmas       Cycling UK
Danielle  Lewis-Collins 5Ways Netball
David      Taylor              Active Sussex
Della       Bowley           Lewes fencing club
Duncan  Anderson        South Downs Leisure
Ed           Bartram           Active Sussex
Emma    Greenough      Brighton and Hove City Council
Faye       Dixey                Royal Mencap Society
Gabby   Sanders            DanceHub
Gail        Andrews          Sky High Trampoline Gymnastics Academy
Georgie Glaves              Arun District Council
Gillie       Hill                   CASC registered Bowling Club.
Henry     McLaughlin     Active Sussex
Jackie     Wood               Freedom Leisure
Jan         Sutherland       Public Health
Jo           Redfearn          ICS Health & Wellbeing / NHS
judith    Koller Nordic walking Eastbourne
Kate       Drake South Downs National Park Authority

Guest Speakers:
Kate Dale Sport England
Liz Prinz Women in Sport

This Girl Can Sussex Ambassadors:
Tess Agnew               Freelancer/the FitBits
Zoe Ward Fit and Fab Families

This Girl Can Sussex Champions:
Semeena Khan Save the Children & Crawley Run Crew
Deb Bullen Sport for Confidence
Charlotte Burton         Sussex Cricket Foundation
Helen Handrihan         First Active Fitness
jodie Rix Jodierixfitness
Maisie   Heath Online (Instagram)
Clio Lynham Online (instagram)
Karen Nicholls              Colston Ltd.
Laurie Cooper              Brighton Yoga Foundation
Loretta Lock Defiant Sports

Active Sussex facilitators:
Gemma Finlay-Gray    Active Sussex
Carrie Smith Active Sussex
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Katherine Jenner          Wealden District Council
Katie      Chapman            Little Common School
Kayleigh  Bowers              Crawley Town Community Foundation
Keith Duly Hastings Borough Council
Kelly Davis Crawley Borough Council
Lee Tillyer Freedom Leisure
Lin Hastings Impact Initiatives Hop50+
Marci Pollakova Active Sussex
Margaret  Cutting            Flexercise
Matt Laird Crawley Borough Council
Melanie Kinnear              Active Sussex (Trustee)
Mike Porteous ZigZag Alive
mona sorensen Mind Over Trainers
Nicky Leach Younique Well-being Studios
Nigel Allingham Crawley Tennis Club
Oliver Lewry Brighton and Hove City Council.
Olivia Barrott                 Mid Sussex District Council
Paul Saunders Sussex County FA
Paul Chapman Crawley RFC
Paula Carter                  Hop 50+ Impact Initiatives
Phil Webber British Cycling
Rebecca  Antcliffe The St Leonards Academy
Ricky perrin Sussex Bears Wheelchair Basketball Club
Rosie Sadler                  Albion in the Community
Ross Joannides Active Sussex
Roz Hannan               Eastbourne Junior Netball Club
Sadie Tooley                 Arun District Council
Sadie Mason MBE Active Sussex
Sally Retallick PHE and Wish Valley surgery
Sam Matthews Russell Martin Foundation
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Sarah Levett                  Uckfield College
Sarah Hallworth SHPT
Sarah Wheatley Active Sussex
Sarah Hanham Uckfield College
Sean O'Connor WSW SSP
Teresa  Bennett BTTC
Tom Crowe                 Waverley Borough Council
Tracy Lewis YST
Wendy Russell                 Brighton and Hove Hockey club
Will Smith START Wellbeing

For more information or to provide your thoughts if you couldn’t attend the event, please contact;

Gemma Finlay-Gray, Strategic Relationship Manager, Active Sussex - gfinlay-gray@activesusex.org | 07760164001

Carrie Smith, PR & Communications Officer, Active Sussex - csmith@activesussex.org | 07432507429
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